Nanogel-based scaffold delivery of prostaglandin E(2) receptor-specific agonist in combination with a low dose of growth factor heals critical-size bone defects in mice.
Regeneration of bone requires the combination of appropriate drugs and an appropriate delivery system to control cell behavior. However, the delivery of multiple drugs to heal bone is complicated by the availability of carriers. The aim of this study was to explore a new system for delivery of a selective EP4 receptor agonist (EP4A) in combination with low-dose bone morphogenetic protein 2 (BMP-2). Combined delivery of EP4A and BMP-2 was carried out with a nanogel-based scaffold in the shape of a disc, to repair critical-size circle-shaped bone defects in calvariae that otherwise did not heal spontaneously. Combination treatment with EP4A and low-dose BMP-2 in nanogel efficiently activated bone cells to regenerate calvarial bone by forming both outer and inner cortical plates as well as bone marrow tissue to regenerate a structure similar to that of intact calvaria. EP4A enhanced low-dose BMP-2-induced cell differentiation and activation of transcription events in osteoblasts. These data indicate that combined delivery of EP4A and low-dose BMP-2 via nanogel-based hydrogel provides a new system for bone repair.